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With Greetings from IMPACT
The year 2015 is gone and 2016 has come! Yes
the wheel of TIME goes on round and round and
years naturally role by!
EDITORIAL TEAM

Any year is a mixed bag of joy and sorrow,
prosperity and poverty, opportunities and
threats, strength and weaknesses, successes and
failures, good health and bad! So was 2015 also!

N V Subbaraman
“Kalki” V Murali
Dr M G Bhaskar

For us in IMPACT, the year that took leave of us
was a blessing in the sense that we are grateful
to the Goddess of Knowledge and wisdom
for having helped us to launch the e-journal
“INNOVATIVE MANAGEMENT PRACTICES AND
CREATIVE THINKING” which continues to see
seven issues without any break right from May
2015 and earned a readership of more than a
lakh and fifty thousand as per GOOGLE study.
Quite a few scholarly contributors made the
content more and more interesting issue after
issue and we are grateful to them and solicit their
continued contribution for the issues to come.

Designed by
SRIKANTH
ksheersaagars@yahoo.com

All opinions expressed in the articles
appearing in the e-journal IMPACT, are
that of the respective authors and the
Publisher or Editor of IMPACT cannot be
held responsible/liable in any manner
whatsoever for any claims and/or damages.

2016 promises to bring in glorious days. It is
customary to exchange New Year greetings. I
received an innovative greeting which I would
like to share, see page 7

					- Editorial Team
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MANAGEMENT IN VALLUVAM

AGAINST VAIN TALK - gadpy nrhy;yhik
A bilingual poet, writer, trainer, translator, thinker and speaker from
Chennai, Mr Subbaraman has written 36 books. His paper, “Valluvam
Inspired Mahatma Gandhi,” was approved for presentation in the
International Tirukkural Conference held in Washington, USA. His
translated works include Thirukkural, Bharathiyar’s Kuyilpattu and
Ramana Maharishi’s Aksharamanamalai. He is connected with the
publication of the Management e-journal IMPACT. He was formerly the
Deputy Zonal Manager, L I C of India.
Power of speech is enormous and the world
will not move without speaking! Greatest
gift of God to the human beings-not all living
beings – is the ability and capacity to speak. If
one masters this art and science of speakingwhether conversational or platform- he can
be expected to be an effective Executivecapable of handling human relationship
management very successfully. Managing
a talk has its own forms and norms- when
flawed leads to unpleasant situations and
many a time to failure!

gy;yhh; Kdpag; gadpy nrhy;Ythd;
vy;yhUk; vs;sg; gLk;
(Fws; 191)
Pallaar muniyap payanila solluvaan
Ellaarum eLLappadum.		
(Kural 191)
Vain talk irritates. He gets ridiculed by all. It
debilitates!		
The one, who speaks useless and worthless
things in the presence of others who do not
like it, will be put to great disgrace. 		

One of the flaws-grievous flaws- is useless or
vain speaking. Our ancient –more than two
thousand year old Management Expert gives
a treatise on Vain Speaking in his Magnum
Opus THIRUKKURAL.

Yes; when one gets irritated at the useless
and vain talk of a Manager, nobody would
like to waste one’s time and listen to. At
the same time as the one who speaks is in
a supervisory position, the subordinates
cannot simply close the dialogue and walk
Chapter 20 deals with this aspect of human away. Grudgingly he will be listening and
relation management very clearly and this naturally the relationship cannot be pleasant.
issue of IMPACT carries the same.

gadpy gy;yhh;Kd; nrhy;yy; eadpy
I am sure the readers will enjoy reading and el;lhh;fz; nra;jypd; jPJ
(Fws; 192)
get benefitted in their pursuit to become
effective human relationship management Payanila pallaarmun sollal nayanila
experts.
NattaarkaN seydhalin theedhu. (Kural 192)
impactmanagement.org
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Vain talk before the wise
Worse than deeds not liked by friends
Better end the vice!

Speaking vain in the presence of others
denies him virtues and he derives nothing.		
			
Speaking vain and purposeless talk lands
The harm that one can do to his friends, is the speaker in an awkward situation and in
speaking vain, useless and worthless words fact if a Manager were to indulge in he loses
in their presence. 				
all respects from others and becomes quite
ineffective indeed.
Speaking vain and useless to others is not
only unpalatable but also harmful says rPh;ik rpwg;nghL ePq;Fk; gadpy
Thiruvalluvar. Yes; time is lost, irritation ePh;ik Ailahh; nrhypd;
(Fws; 195)
ensues, respect will be lost – it harms both!
Seermai sirappodu neengum payanila
eadpyd; vd;gJ nrhy;Yk; gadpy
Neermai udaiyaar solin.		
(Kural 195)
ghhpj; Jiuf;Fk; ciu
(Fws; 193)
The wise when vain, Strips them of their fame
Nayanila enbadhu sollum payanila
and name, Sure puts them in pain!
Paariththu uraikkum urai.
(Kural 193)
If the wise people indulge in vain speech,
Speaking useless things, Betrays one’s inner they lose their good name and fame.			
self sure, Dishonor it brings!
		
Hence a practicing Manager of Human
The one, who speaks worthless words in relationship must guard against this and
detail, exhibits himself as a useless guy which avoid vain talk.
brings him nothing but disgrace.		

gadpy;nrhy; ghuhl;L thid kfnddy;
An effective Manager is always conscious of kf;fl; gjb nady;
(Fws; 196)
his time and hence indulges not in any useless
activities including speaking with others. The Payanilsol paaraattu vaanai maganenal
one, who indulges, exhibits his ignorance and Makkat padhadi enal. 		
(Kural 196)
lands in disgrace.
Even if one’s son, Indulges in useless talk
ead;rhuh ed;ikapd; ePf;Fk; gad;rhuhg; Discard him as husk!
gz;gpy;nrhy; gy;yh ufj;J
(Fws; 194) 		
Even if one’s son indulges in vain and useless
Nayansaaraa nanmaiyum neekum payansaaraap talk, he deserves to be discarded as husk.		
PaNbil sol pallaaragaththu.
(Kural 194)
Even when a son indulges in vain talk to be
It denies him good, Indulging in the talk vain discarded as husk, how to treat a Manager
With all those around!
who should manage and set a role model to
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others.

maruLtheerndha
Maasaru kaatchi yavar.		

(Kural 199)

eadpy nrhy;ypDQ; nrhy;Yf rhd;Nwhh;
gadpy nrhy;yhik ed;W
(Fws; 197) Free from ignorance, With spotless wisdom
avoids, Vain talk even by slip!
Nayanila sollinu solluga saanroar
		
Payanila sollaamai nanru.
(Kural 197) The wise people will not indulge in vain,
useless and worthless talk even by slip.		
Though the virtues, Speak not the words of 			
wisdom, Talk not vain vicious!
Even by slip of the tongue the wise and
effective Managers should not and will not
Though the virtuous people do not speak the indulge in purposeless talk.
words of wisdom, better they do not indulge
in useless and worthless talk.			
nrhy;Yf nrhy;ypw; gaDila nrhy;yw;f

nrhy;ypw; gadpyhr; nrhy;

(Fws; 200)

Even if a person of good virtues is not in a
position to speak words of wisdom, he should Solluga sollin payanudaiya sollarkka
guard himself against speaking rubbish, Sollin payanilaach chol.		
(Kural 200)
useless and vain words.
Speak the words useful, Useless talk indulge
mUk;gad; MAk; mwptpdhh; nrhy;yhh;
never, The wise are careful!		
ngUk;gad; ,y;yhj nrhy;
(Fws; 198)
Of all the words one speaks, he must speak
Arumpayan aayum arivilaar sollaar
only the words that are useful and never
Perumpayan illaadha sol.
(Kural 198) speak worthless words.
			
The learned who value
To summarize this chapter in ThirukkuraL, he
Speak not fruitless words in vain
says wise persons should speak always words
Add weight to value!
that are useful, and never worthless words.
		
The learned people, who value the talk, do In this series of articles under the caption
not speak the words that have no value, use MANAGEMENT IN VALLUVAM, we have been
or worth.
since the launch of the journal, seeing the
recipe given more than 2000 years ago yet
Naturally an effective Manager cannot afford increasingly valid even today, the tips for
to vain speaking.
effective human relations management
personnel.
nghUs;jPh;e;j nghr;rhe;JQ; nrhy;yhh; kUs;jPh;e;j
khrW fhl;rp ath;			
(Fws; 199) This will continue for a few more issues.
PoruLtheerndha pochchaandhum sollaar
impactmanagement.org
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IMPACT Wishes HAPPY NEW YEAR 2016
A famous writer was in his study room. He to write something better with more focus
picked up his pen and started writing:
and peace.....
** Last year, I had a surgery and my gall bladder ** The same year my father, at the age of 95,
was removed. I had to stay stuck to the bed without depending on anyone or without any
due to this surgery for a long time.
critical condition met his Creator....
** The same year I reached the age of 60 years ** The same year, God blessed my son with
and had to give up my favorite job. I had spent a new life. My car was destroyed but my son
30 years of my life in this publishing company. stayed alive without getting any disability.
** The same year I experienced the sorrow of At the end she wrote:
the death of my father.
This year was an immense blessing of God and
it passed well!!!
** And in the same year my son failed in his
medical exam because he had a car accident. The writer was indeed happy and amazed at
He had to stay in bed at hospital with the cast such beautiful and encouraging interpretation
on for several days. The destruction of car was of the happenings in his life in that year!!!
another loss.
Moral: In daily lives we must see that it is
At the end he wrote: Alas! It was such a bad not happiness that makes us grateful but
year!!
gratefulness that makes us happy.
When the writer’s wife entered the room, she
found her husband looking sad and lost in his
thoughts. From behind his back she read what
was written on the paper. She left the room
silently and came back with another paper
and placed it on side of her husband’s writing.

Think positive.....
Be happy...
Stay Blessed....
Leave behind the sorrows of this year.
Look forward to a happy and cheerful 2016...

When the writer saw this paper, he found his Yes; success and failure are a part of our life
name written on it with the following lines:
and living it is the attitude with which we look
at the happenings makes all the difference!
** Last year I finally got rid of my gall bladder
due to which I had spent years in pain....
Wishing our readers all over the Globe a
very fantastic year of success and serenity,
** I turned 60 with sound health and got happiness and health, peace and perseverance!
retired from my job. Now I can utilize my time
impactmanagement.org
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Management Jokes
Management Jokes on leave applications, cremation ground at 10 o’clock and I may
compute and so on…!
not return, please grant me half day casual
leave”
If you are stressed with loads of work, your
dominating boss, then Jokes are the best (6) A leave letter: “I am suffering from fever,
solution to relieve your stress. Hilarious please declare one-day holiday.”
Jokes between Boss and Secretary, Funny
Official Letters and much more jokes can be (7) A leave letter to a headmaster: “As I am
found in the society. Read, Keep Laughing studying in this school I am suffering from
and make others Laugh by sharing these headache. I request you to leave me today”
jokes with your colleagues and friends.
(8) Another letter written to a headmaster:
Leave applications (murdering English “As my headache is paining, please grant
language)
me leave for the day.”
(1) Infosys, Bangalore: “Since I have to go (9) Covering note: “I am enclosed herewith”
to my village to sell my land along with my
wife, please sanction me one-week leave.” (10) Another one: “Dear Sir: with reference
to the above, please refer to my bottom...”
(2) Oracle, Bangalore: From an employee
who was performing the “mundan” (11) Actual application for leave: “My wife
ceremony of his 10 year old son: “As I want is suffering from sickness and as I am her
to shave my son’s head, please leave me for only husband at home I may be granted
two days..”
leave”.
(3) Leave-letter from a CDAC employee who (12) Letter writing: “I am well here and hope
was performing his daughter’s wedding: “As you are also in the same well.
I am marrying my daughter, please grant a
week’s leave...”
(13)Telegram sent by a rural Branch
Manager to Zonal office
(4) From H.A.L. Administration Dept: “As my “Wife serious, send substitute!”
mother-in-law has expired and I am only
one responsible for it please grant me 10 (14) Employee: Sir, You are like a lion in the
days leave.”
office! What about at home??
(5) Another employee applied for half-a- Boss: I am a lion at home too; But Durga sits
day leave as follows: “Since I’ve to go to the on the lion there!
impactmanagement.org
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(15) Economics is not that difficult if we
have the right examples.
Interviewer: What is Recession?
Candidate: When “Wine and Women” get
replaced by “Water and Wife”, that critical
phase of life is called Recession!!

(20) Customer care officer: I need product
identification no: right now and may I help
you in finding it out?
Customer: sure
CCO: could u left click on start and do u find
‘My Computer’?
Customer: I did left click but how the hell do
(16) Boss: So tell me young man, on which I find your computer?
occasions have you realized that you are
important in the Company and company (21) Customer: “You’ve got to fix my
cannot function without you???
computer. I urgently need to print document,
Employee: “Sir, whenever I asked for leave”!! but the computer won’t boot properly.”
Tech Support: “What does it say?”
(17) A Company Owner was asked a Customer: “Something about an error and
Question:
non-system disk.”
“How do you Motivate your Employees to Tech Support: “Look at your machine. Is
be so much Punctual?”
there a floppy inside?”
He Smiles and Replies:
Customer: “No, but there’s a sticker saying
“It’s simple; I have 30 Employees and 29 there’s an Intel inside.”
free Parking spaces 1 paid
(22) Tech Support: “What type of computer
(18) Boss:- We are very keen on cleanliness. do you have?”
Did you wipe your feet on the mat as you Customer: “A white one.”
came in?
New employee: Yes, sir.
(23) Three Finer Points:
Boss: We are also keen on truthfulness. Heller’s Law: The first myth of management
There is no mat.
is that it exists.
- It’s not that good help is hard to find, it’s
(19) Height of Corporate Torture.
just that bad help is so hard to get rid of.
A company employee went to TOILET.
- They say you need a can-do attitude to
As he sat on the seat on front wall was get ahead in life. I disagree -- many people
written:
obviously got to be Vice-Presidents of
“Had you put the same pressure at work, major corporations just by snapping a few
company’s targets would have been pictures of their respective CEO’s and his
achieved today”
secretary.
Amazing reply by employee - if you apply (24) A manager is known by three measures:
such pressure what comes out will always The thickness of the carpet in his office.
be shit!
The area of his desk.
The volume of his car’s engine.
impactmanagement.org
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(25) Personnel manager: “What made you
leave your last job?”
Applicant: “Sickness.”
Personnel manager: “And what was the
problem?”
Applicant: “My boss was sick of me!”
(26) Personal Manager to New job
applicant: “Why did your manager fire
you?”
“Well a manager is the man who stands
around and watches others work, right?”
the young applicant replied.

“Yes, but why did he fire you?”
“He was jealous of me. A lot of workers
thought I was the manager!”
(27) Personnel Manager interviewing
prospective employee: “Your application
states you were at your last place for 25
years. Then what made you leave the
place?”
Hopeful applicant: “I was forced to-they
granted me parole!”

Abbreviations
CAO - Chief Accounting Officer
CEO - Chief Executive Officer
CFO - Chief Financial Officer
CIO - Chief Information Officer,
Chief Investment Officer and
Chief Innovation Officer
CISO - Chief Information Security Officer
CMO - Chief Marketing Officer
COB - Close Of Business
COO - Chief Operating Officer
CPO - Chief People Officer
Chief Procurement Officer
CSA - Customer Service Advisor
CTO - Chief Technical Officer
CLO - Chief Legal Officer
CSW - Completed Staff Work
CxO - Any of the above, x being a
placeholder. Chief [Placeholder] Officer.
EOD - End of Day
FTE - full-time equivalent
FY - fiscal year
HIBBIS - Heads in Beds, Butts in Seats (Used

in the hotel industry)
HR - human resources
KPI - Key performance indicators
NDA - Non-disclosure agreement
PCP - Previous corresponding period
(Used when comparing sales over 		
corresponding periods)
POS - point of sale
RandD - Research and Development
RIF - Reduction in Force
ROI - return on investment
SBU - Strategic Business Unit
SME - Subject Matter Expert / also Small to
Medium Enterprise
TCO - total cost of ownership
USP - Unique Selling Proposition/Point
VP - Vice president
WC - Week Commencing
WE - Week Ending
YTD - Year to date

impactmanagement.org
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Lion M. DESIKAN is a former
District Chairman and Life
Member, Lions Club International,
District 324A. He is a social activist
and literary lover.

HEALTH
MANAGEMENT
CHRONIC KIDNEY DISEASE

What is kidney disease?
Each Kidney is made up of small structures called nephrons which are responsible for filtering
the blood: In most of the cases of kidney disease, the nephrons are affected. Any condition
that causes damage to the kidneys may lead to a condition in their ability to perform their
normal functions.
When the kidneys get damaged they are unable to remove the wastes leading to build-up of
fluid and waste products on the body.
Chronic Kidney disease (CKD) may be defined as having reduced kidney function for three
months or longer.
Having a kidney abnormality of some kind or on indication such as
Protein in the urine with CKD, there is a gradual loss of kidney function.
Reason for C.K.D
High blood sugar level increasing the burden of the kidneys and make it difficult to perform
its Functions in filtering. Diabetes is one of the leading causes for C.K.D.
In type I diabetes, the body provides no or very low insulin (required for the regulation of
blood sugar level)
In type 2 diabetes, the body is not able to effectively use the insulin produced.
High blood sugar levels or people with poorly controlled diabetes infect the ability of
kidneys in filter and fluids or waste produced. High blood sugar levels can affect the kidneys
by damaging blood vessels in the kidneys, the nerves in the body or by causing the urinary
tract infections.

LYMPHOMA
LYMPHOMA is a group of blood cell tumors that develop from lymphocytes. Symptoms may
include enlarged lymph nodes that are not greatly painful, fevers, sweats, itches, weight loss,
and feeling tired among others. One can manage lymphoma in a better way after knowing
impactmanagement.org
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basic myths and facts about the disease.
LYMPHOMA IS GENERAL TERM FOR CANCER IN THE LYMPH SYSTEM. People with lymphoma
produce abnormal lymphocytes which are one type of white blood cell. Lymphocytes are
mainly found in the lymph nodes and lymphoid tissues which make up the lymphatic system
and this is where Lymphoma occurs.
The lymphatic system is the net work of vessels that runs throughout the body carrying fluid
containing cells of the immune system.
Lymphoma always requires treatment and should be treated as much as possible.

When there Is no symptoms or indication of progression it is best to go to a watchful waiting
and close observation. Indolent lymphoma can remain stable for a long period of time and
sometimes regress spontaneously..
In some patient it never even requires therapy.
Sugar consumption feeds the growth of lymphoma and limiting sugar can have a treatment
effect.
Cancer patient should eat a balanced diet to promote sound health. Cutting out of sugar
would not inhibit lump growth. Sugar is carbohydrate. It is a source of fuel or energy. The
impactmanagement.org
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whole body system needs carbohydrates as well as cells including cancer cells.
Acidity can be changed by diet to control the growth of lymphoma.
Low blood counts can be improved with diet or herbs.
Switching to an organic diet can help control the growth of lymphoma.
Detoxing and removal of mercury amalgams should be done if lymphoma is there or to help
prevent it.
Positive thinking can control or reverse cancer.
HOW LYMPHOMA IS DIAGNOSED?
Lymphoma is a possible concern and doctors are likely to follow evaluations to make the
diagnosis.
Physical examination:
BLOOD TEST.
IMAGING TEST.
Pet-CT SCAN.
COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY CT.
MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING. –MRI.
BIOPSY OF AFFECTED AREA
BONE MARROW BIOPSY.
CSF ANALYSIS.
STAGES OF LYMPHOMA
1, 2, 3 are divided into categories that describe where the cancer is found E, S, A, B.
TAKE ACION AFTER LYNPHOMA IS DIAGNOSED
GET A SECOND OPINION
GRIEVE NOT, BE PROACTIVE
IDENTIFY COPING MECHANISMS THAT WORK FOR YOU
CAUSES OF LYMHPOMA
WEAKENED IMMUNE SYSTEM
CERTAIN INFECTION
HIV (HUMAN IMMUNO DIFFICIENCY VIRUS)
Epstein-bar virus – EBV
Helicobacter pylori
HUMAN T-CELLLEUKEMIA/ LYMOMA VIRUS TYPE I - HTLV-I
AND AGE FACTOR
impactmanagement.org
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Making Customer King
Jayprakash B Zende, Consultant employee involvement
schemes and a freelance trainer
How to win
customers and
keep them for
life is much, much more than just
another treatise about how to
smile and be nice to customers,
one of the single greatest keys
to long term business success
and prosperity can be summed
up in three simple words.
“Quality Customer Service”
Yet as customers, you and I are
painfully aware that outstanding
service is far too rare.

identified and managed. Every
time a customer comes into
contact with a company, he
comes away with a feeling
better or worse about it.
And it’s how well employees
manage
those
numerous
moments of truth everyday
that ultimately determines
how successful the business
will be. Resolve a complaining
customer’s problem on the
spot and the chances are that
nineteen to one that he will
do business with you again.
Why excellent customer service Mishandle the complaint and
is so rare? Basically there are you will lose him forever, not
three problems involved.
to mention that eight to ten
people he will tell.
1) Employees don’t know basics.
All too often, employees having 3) The reward system. Quite
contact directly with customers simple, excellent service is rare
are sent out to perform a job because most managers fail
without a clear understanding to reward employee for giving
of what it takes to create excellent service to customers.
and keep customers. A lot of The typical business hires a
potential business is lost simply person to do the job, pays him
because employees don’t know flat wages and gives him little
any better.
or no incentive to go that extra
mile for the customer. This
2) The moments of truth-those results in indifference or even
crucial points of customer contempt towards the
contact that can make or break a customer. Yet for customer that
business-are not being properly person is company.

impactmanagement.org

4) In today’s service oriented
economy excellent service
is more than a competitive
weapon-its survival skill.
5) If you are closer to your
customer the more successful
you will be in. It’s just that
simple
Following few tips (Mantras)
to build stronger and life time
bond with your customer and
ultimately
your
business:
These tips will help to convert
one time customer to life time
client. The word client will imply
an ongoing relationship- such
relationship is built on trust
and respect “Customer implies
a transaction. Client implies
a long term relationship. No
matter what industry you work
in, clients ultimately pay your
salary.
What is customer care?
Customer care involves putting
systems in place to maximize
your customers’ satisfaction
with your business. It should
be a prime consideration for
every business - your sales
and profitability depends on

January’16
customers truly king
1.
Reliability:
The
key
expectation of customer from
service is ‘reliability’ Higher
the gap between actual and
promise, lower will be reliability.
Ability to consistently deliver
the promised service will make
you reliable.

keeping your customers happy.
Customer care is more directly
important in some roles than
others. For receptionists, sales
staff and other employees
in
customer-facing
roles,
customer care should be a core
element of their job description
and training, and a core criterion
when you’re recruiting.
But
don’t
neglect
the
importance of customer care
in other areas of your business.
For instance, your warehousing
and dispatch departments may
have minimal contact with
your customers - but their
performance when fulfilling
orders has a major impact on
customers’ satisfaction with
your business.
Important ‘Mantras’ for making

15

they treat the customers will
improve accordingly. That is the
real secret to make customer
the King.

6. Communication: ‘Under
promise and over delivery’
should be the mantra. First
make systems and then
promise. The customer should
2. Responsiveness: Willingness be continuously informed of
to listen and to respond to changes, new introductions,
customer in time is the most benefits etc so that they are
critical element customers look updated on the services offered.
for.
7. Trust Your Customers:
3. Service Assurance: Whatever Most customers are honest
you promise must be fulfilled. and would come to you for a
Give promise after consulting redress only when they have
and checking with concerned a genuine problem. Search in
agencies. Take care that your own situation. Listen to
whatever you promise is clearly the complaints of customers
understood by the customers with trust and attend to
you are servicing as gap creates them promptly. Convert their
the problem.
frustration to gratitude. We
must trust them and resolve
4. Empathy:
Caring
and their complaint from their
personal attention is important. point of views to maintain good
Customers would like to treat customer experience with us.
them individually and uniquely. Benefit of doubt should go to
customer.
5. The Employee is the King:
If we treat our employees 8. Solve Customers Problem
royally they will in turn treat Immediately: It is not possible
our customers royally. If you to ensure 100% defect proof
want to improve customer operation in any production
experience, you improve the or service set-up. Unforeseen
way in which you treat your circumstances keep coming all
people. As their feeling of the time but how quickly you
importance increases, the way resolve them enables good

impactmanagement.org
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customer experience.
Efforts to resolve customer
complaints or problem are
more important. Customer
hates indifference. Efforts are
appreciated more than desired
results
9. Empower the Employees:
The most striking factor is
empowerment the organizations
have given to their employees.

customer and given importance
in each and every activity.

15. Measure: Every customer
related activity should be
12.
Total
Employee measured regularly. Only when
Involvement:
Managing you measure and track the
customer experience is not customer experience delivered
responsibility of only sales and everyday improvements are not
service professionals. Every possible.
employee in the organization
in some way or other is Conclusions
contributing to a good customer • Improving customer
experience. To succeed and experience, improves the way
to retain customers, the you treat people. That is the real

Good customer services. Good involvement of every employee
customer service is byproduct in the value chain of the
of satisfied and empowered customer transaction is critical.
employee.
13.
Continuous
Training:
10.
Complete
Focus
on Regular training and awareness
Customer: We are in business programs in today’s high
for customer and because attribution world are required,
of customer. If we don’t take in such situation, to translate
proper care of them you will be the organization’s vision to
out of business.
provide excellent customer’s
experience. Ensure that every
Organization’s
profit
level employee is inducted into the
is directly proportional to policies is highly essential.
customer focus and this is single
most important factor.
14. Rewards and Punishment: In
this ‘instant gratification world’
11. Total Customer ownership: rewarding employees who
Each function of organization provides excellent customer
is operating in ‘Silos’. One experience on the same day or
department is passing buck on as quickly as possible is critical
other function for the failures. to keep the enthusiasm and
In all the operational fights spirit alive. Also punishing non
customer is forgotten. Job performance is also essential
security and career growth to pass right message across.
overtake the customer priority. Stringent measures should be
Organization should own the in place.
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secret of making customer the
King
• The single most important
change one can make to an
organization’s profit level is to
focus on customers.
• Good customer experience
cannot
be
provided
by
employees just because every
employee is told to ensure that.
It is important to create culture.
• Every employee in the
organization is some way or
other contributing to a good
customer experience.
• Stringent measures to track
the employee performance will
enable the process of reward
and punishment a regular and
timely one.
• The closer you are to your
customers the more successful
you will be in business.
The stronger your customer
relationship the more profitable
you will be. It’s that simple.
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WHY STRUGGLE AND JUGGLE WHEN I CAN
GAIN WITHOUT PAIN
Dr. K. Balasubramanian – Founder and CEO of Vision Unlimited.
He is a PhD in Psychology and Post Graduate Diploma in Training
and Development. His name has been appearing in the popular
people of Tamil Nadu Directory for the past 25 years.
It is not a shock but shame to
see lots of Gen Y employees
saying this with smile and
without hesitation, “why
should I struggle when there
are umpteen ways to succeed
in life without any pain?” Is
this right? Is this true? No
need to debate on this whilst
many employers and bosses
are reluctant to ask their
colleagues or team members,
“Why you have not done
this?”
Freedom is not roaming
without commitment BUT
work
with
self-starter
mentality and additional
responsibility.

system where they need
someone to pull or push
for every task, it is definite
downfall to humanity and
disappointment to the entire
community.
Greed, power, authority or
punishment, insecurity are
the driving force today in
many places, whether private
or other sectors. We have
forgotten that there is a joy
in serving or doing our duty.
Alas!
Mobiles and other gadgets
are the main distracters or
roadblocks to the routine
responsibilities in the office
environment. Only a few
organizations have taken
the bold step of mobilesubmission at the entrance
or security like schools and
colleges. Can people be
self-disciplined rather than
enforced decorum?

Cows would move forward
with the sound of horns and
not buffaloes. I do not dare to
compare human beings with
buffaloes for sure. I would
like to ask, “Do we need tailtwisters around us to make
us move forward like cattle or
can we move forward in life In
certain
Government
without any pull or push?” offices, it is a pity that the
If people are bent upon a Officers instead of getting
impactmanagement.org

the job done, he or she does
the job though they are the
authority to delegate. They
feel delicate in delegating
as people just refuse orders
in the office and that is the
order of the day.
We
may
just
follow
M.K.Gandhi
and
declare
“Customer is God”. We need
not pray or touch feet of
the customer. At the same
time we may give them
due respect and render the
service with smile without
demanding the undue. It is a
pity that the ‘Trade Unions”
have taught people how
to fight for their rights but
failed to train people to
work with commitment and
responsibility.
People who have visited
Singapore
must
have
experienced one strange but
beautiful thing. The people
who use public toilets can
give their remarks or evaluate
on the system of cleaning
as a 360 degree feedback or
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appraisal. That much is the
transparent system one can
see abroad. Can we imagine
such a tool or gadget or
system to evaluate a Public
sector Bank employee or
an Insurance employee in
our country…? Those who
are rated high by this public
valuation system can be
rewarded and acknowledged
and vice-versa.
When customers are treated
badly
the
concerned
employee must face the
music as per this system.
Bosses must stop dancing to
the tunes of the high-handed
subordinates. It is possible
when we have inspiring and
role model leaders.

and in the public sector the
customer is squeezed. This
must change at the earliest.
There is a need for right
attitude of employees.
‘Take
it
for
granted’
employees must be shunned
with.

mechanical attitudes are to
be changed through stringent
‘attitude’ training.
To gain without pain kind of
attitude has to be changed
when they are in schools
and it is difficult to make the
habits change after some age.
Our country will be the
youngest in the world in terms
of average age in another
couple of years. It is time
to look into this matter and
create responsible citizens
if we have to shine globally
across sectors.

There was news in the recent
past about a responsible
driver who stopped the bus
he was driving with lots of
passengers when he had
severe chest pain. He was
rushed to the nearest hospital,
where he died AND he saved
as many lives on the contrary.
It is very rare to see people We need to make this as
with such commitment these a movement at home, at
days in any organization.
schools, at colleges and
in organizations – to work
responsibility
and
In
private
sector
the People who work with with
employees are squeezed ready-made smiles and with commitment without any
impactmanagement.org
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external pull or push.

is where we gain respect,
recognition, esteem, status,
Notice sportsmen kissing rewards apart from money.
their bats or gadgets, Why we cannot pay respect to
musicians touching the stage our profession or workplace?
with respect. This is the sign
of ‘respect’ one shows to Any mental block in this line
their profession.
of thinking must change
without any haste. Or else the
Profession or the workplace people of this country would
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be labelled as “waste”.
Youthful India must get
transformed into Useful
India. Our values, brought-up
culture need to be adored,
valued and followed. East or
West must turn to us as the
‘most resourceful’ place in
the World.
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CAN WE MANAGE OUR HOME LIKE THIS?
Mr. Venugopal has served in LIC of India from 1968 to 2006 for 38
years and retired as an Executive Director. Then he served as the
Professor of life insurance at the National Insurance Academy Pune
for nearly 3 years. Now settled down at Bengaluru. He is a member
of the Syllabus Committee for the MSc- Actuarial Science course at
the Christ University as well as one of their guest faculty. He is one
of the editorial consultants for the Insurance World magazine.
Recently my wife and I spent Pavements in India- if at all play. Here I must admit that
a few months at San Diego, you have!- full of broken of late in all the cities of India
USA at the residence of our edges, occupied by street too, the Government/NGOs
younger son. This is the first vendors, stray dogs staring have made arrangements
time, I stayed away from and growling at you, often for Parks in almost all the
our country for such a long making you perform ‘hop, localities and they are all
duration- on the earlier two step and jump’, since you well-maintained by and large
occasions, the period of stay have to cross over so many and I must congratulate the
was within 45 days. So this impediments- now the latest Authorities concerned for the
time, I had more opportunities risk has come in India- the two- same, although there is room
to observe the conditions of wheeler drivers have started for improvement.
living in the foreign land and riding on the pavements,
I could not help comparing especially in Bengaluru- the The Position of Pets
with what we have in India.
Police is either helpless in By and large, people in the
the matter or they just don’t USA appear to be animal
The Sidewalks and the Parks bother.
lovers, especially the pet
Being a great fan of both
dogs.
morning and evening Walks, I Considering these dangers,
enjoyed my Walking sojourns the Sidewalk in the USA is Many people even take pride
at San Diego.
simply a Safe walk and a in proclaiming that they
Sweet Walk and a Heaven for have three or 4 children at
Each road has what is called habitual walkers like me!
home, one or two of them are
the Sidewalk- which can be
four-legged! More than the
compared to Pavements in In case you don’t walk on the humans, these pets are taken
our roads. The Sidewalk is Sidewalks, there is a provision for morning and evening
clean, no unnecessary ups of Parks in every locality. walk daily. But what is more
and downs and quite safe These are all well maintained, pleasing and satisfying is the
for people, especially Senior clean and airy and a great fact these dog-lovers carry a
Citizens like me. I tread pleasure to spend time. There plastic bag in their hands to
to think of the position of is a provision for children to ‘collect’ the poops of their
impactmanagement.org
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dogs and put them in the dust
bin, instead of simply dirtying
the parks as we see in India.
There is not only a provision
for dustbins in different areas
of the Parks in the USA but
also some spare plastic bags
are hanging there for your
use, in case you forget to bring
one. There is a board in all
the Parks mentioning “Please
clean up the area after your
dog…..” How wonderful it will
be, if we also learn this good
habit and clean the roads and
parks where our pets ‘freely’
pollute, especially when
our beloved Prime Minister
has given a clarion call for a
Swatch Bharat Abhiyan!
But in India, there is a great
menace of stray dogs in every
city- actually in our colony; we
don’t have a night watchman,
since our stray dogs take care
of not only thieves but also
everybody who enters our
road after 9 pm!
Again I have seen only in San
Diego the Notice “My Cat is
Missing……Have you seen
it?” There is a photo of the
cat also as well as the phone
number of the cat owner!

etc, very much unlike India,
where they are accorded
the least respect, even if
they are children, physically
challenged or Senior Citizens
or ladies.

At every Zebra crossing the
vehicles stop wait for the
The Traffic Sense
pedestrians to cross. There is
The Pedestrians are given a provision to press a button
the top most priority in the which if used, makes the traffic
USA while crossing the roads stop for a while, facilitating
impactmanagement.org

the people to cross the road.
What is the situation in India
is better not explained as
everybody knows about
it- the vehicles crossing
even in red signal, stopping
on the Zebra line so that
people have to walk circumnavigating the vehicles while
crossing the road, how school
children have to run helterskelter risking their precious
lives etc. There is a death
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due to road accident every 4
minutes in India as per the
statement of our Honorable
Prime Minister. The flow of
traffic is quite smooth in
the USA- they too have rush
hours, they also crowd the exit
roads when there are weekend holidays and similarly
traffic jams on Sunday nights
and Monday early mornings,
over-speeding etc. Human
beings, as we are, whichever
Nationality we may belong to,
the Americans too are subject
to anger, road rage etc, due to
which accidents do take place
on the Highways and other
crowded
thoroughfares.
Actually traffic deaths rose
by 14% nationally in the
first six months of this year
and injuries jumped by a
third, according to the data
collected by the National
Safety Council, USA. 19000
People lost their lives due to
road accidents till June.
The punishments are very
stringent in the USA for traffic
offences, the maximum one
being Imprisonment for 8
years besides hefty fines
going up to even 5000 USD.
This is a deterrent for the
erring drivers. Let us hope
that in India too, such heavy
punishments come for the
faulty drivers so that the

accidents would come down.
In America, the drivers use
equipment called the Unique
Positioning System- UPS- for
guiding them to reach their
destinations. This has come in
India too. But how far they are
useful in India is a moot point
with the Police changing
the directions likes the One
Way, Closed for Traffic etc so
frequently!
The motorists at the USA have
the good habit of ‘Yielding’
to others in the cross roads,
whereas in India, this is mostly
unheard of. There have been
traffic jams in view of the
unyielding attitude of the car
drivers and their indulging
in wordy duels. I always
remember the anecdote
of Bernard Shaw where he
had to face a bully driver
in a narrow lane and one of
them had to reverse the car
in order to ultimately clear
the traffic. The intransigent
driver growled “I don’t yield
to fools!”. Promptly Bernard
Shaw replied “I do!” and
reversed his car!
The drivers rarely use the
horns in the USA, even at
the turnings of the roads, as
they always maintain to their
side of the road- it is left side
driving in the USA, whereas
impactmanagement.org

in India, it is the right side
driving. In India, you have
to give a long horn at every
turning as otherwise you
don’t know which 2 wheeler
or auto, you will brush with!
We drive more by horns than
by brakes and gears. This is
beside the pollution caused
by cars and vehicles not
serviced regularly, in addition
to the noise pollution created
by autos fitted with the 2
stroke engines, although
there is a Law that all these
autos should convert to 4
stroke engines. The ever
present Water-Tankers are
really Killer-Tankers!
Infrastructure of roads is
well developed in America
and the use of cars is very
high, whereas the bus and
the train services are not
so much developed. In this
sphere, India leads the showthe roads are well-developed
by and large in almost all the
States and there are train
connections to many remote
places. I must congratulate
the authorities concerned in
this respect.
Rest Rooms
This facility is a very common
facility in America in Malls,
Public places, Parks and the
Highways.

January’16
The rest rooms are well
maintained and they are
very helpful to one and all,
especially the old and the
diabetics like me!
Is it possible to imagine
such clean service in India?
No doubt, now-a-days, this
facility is available in the
Malls and they are also
maintained tolerably wellCongrats.
Otherwise,
any
street
corner becomes an urinal
accumulation
place!
We
have to draw the pictures of
Gods on the walls in order to
instill a fear among people
not to urinate there. But
has anybody thought about
the plight of ladies in this
respect?
The answer is Yes- Our Prime
Minister has given a clarion
call for building toilets in all
localities and the Project is
coming off well.
The Greetings and Smile
This is one quality we have to
imbibe from the Americansthey smile at the other person
or wish ‘Good Morning or
Good Evening’ whenever
they meet you on the way, in
the park or in the lift, whether
they know the other person

or not. But the fact remains
that this friendship does not
grow beyond this greeting- I
was greeting my neighbor
every morning for all the
four months I stayed at San
Diego but never knew his/
her name till I left for India
nor my neighbor enquired of
me! May be, they are in the
habit of wishing each other
just as a matter of courtesy
and not beyond it. However
still it is a good habit for us
to learn, as we stare at our
neighbors, may fear that he/
she may approach us for
some help! We even teach
our children “Don’t smile or
talk to strangers!” Of course,
we are sometimes experts
in developing conversations
with our fellow train or bus
passengers that we go to the
extent of even knowing their
‘Gotras’ to plan marriages,
if found suitable! Luckily we
have not gone to that extent
in our friendship with our
fellow passengers during
flights- as many of them
either close their eyes as soon
as the flight begins or bury
them in a book- sometimes
even keeping the book upside
down- or simply plug their
ears with some wire so that
nobody can disturb them. By
and large, we Indians are good
in poking of our noses in the
impactmanagement.org
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private affairs of others.
Cleanliness
America is mostly clean- may
be, because of less population
in this country.
Where the population is less,
the pollution is automatically
less.
Normally no littering is done
by the people here- I have
seen one Group even bringing
a dustbin to carry the litter
also in their van after their
picnic. They also carry a lot of
things with them while going
for outings- small chairs to
sit and watch some games,
bed sheet to sit- even a tent
they carry- drinking water,
eatables etc and they clean
the area when they leave the
place.
I witnessed a Children’s
Carnival in the school grounds
at San Diego one evening.
That’s the place I go for my
morning walks daily. When I
went there next day looking
for a lot of trash and litter, I
was totally and pleasantly
surprised to see an utterly
clean area. Can we expect
this in India? Even I heard that
the place used for a Clean
Campaign as per the call of
the Prime Minister, was full
of litter after the departure
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of the Celebrity who had
come for the function and
the organizers had to engage
a few people separately to
clean the area!
Incidentally the people in the
USA are soccer lovers and not
cricket fans like us.
Children are trained in soccer
right from their young agesthere are huge grounds for
the same. The grounds are
well-maintained even during
the school vacations, the
lawns are properly mowed
and all the equipments
are adequately oiled and
lubricated
or
properly
tightened up so that there
will not be any accident when
the school reopens.
We have to imitate the
Americans in this respect.
There are quite a few Temples
in America in different States
and they are all very clean
and neat. I have not seen any
beggars sitting outside those
Temples.
Gun Culture
One sad aspect of America
is the easy availability of
Guns, which leads to a lot
of shooting incidents in the
schools, theatres etc with

innocent people dying.
A lot of people are doing
There are a few reports of walking and jogging in the
Police atrocities too like the grounds every day.
unprovoked shootings on
gullible people, under the However, many are obeseguise of self-protection.
as per some Research, 42%
of Americans will be obese
There are cases of drug- in 2030. This is a jump from
trafficking also.
36% in the year 2010.
As on today 11% of people
Although in India too, there are severely obese in the
are many reports of these USA. 66% are over-weight.
kinds of unlawful activities,
it is difficult to accept them As per a Study, an American
in an advanced Democratic eats 3770 calories of food on
country like the USA.
an average per day.
Entrepreneurial Nature
The American people are
quite entrepreneurial and
interested in self-earning.

Compared to this situation,
things are better in India,
where also people are
becoming health-conscious
and are taking to exercises
A lot of youngsters are doing and gyms.
extra jobs during their school
vacation times for the sake of Health Insurance
pocket money.
There is Universal Health
Insurance called Obama
There are interesting start- Care for the last few years in
ups like Mobile Saloon America.
offering hair-cuts at the road
corners of resident localities. Still there is a lot of discussion
Uber
taxi
drivers
are about the merits and demerits
delivering pizzas and gaining of the scheme.
money during their times.
There are even reports that
Health Awareness
the Insurance companies are
By and large the Americans encouraging
unnecessary
are health-conscious and are tests and sonograms for
well-built.
patients by canvassing these
impactmanagement.org
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reports by the Doctors.
But the fact remains that the
medical care is more costly in
the USA, when compared to
India.
Car Finance
One of the reasons for the
increased use of cars by
people in America is the easy
car finance available. There is
a scheme of car lease, where
the individual pays an EMI
for the first 3 years- there
is no initial down payment
at the time of purchase. At
the end of 3 years, there is
an option for the customer
either to pay the balance or
own the car or there is an
option to sell the car and go
for a new car with the same
company. In both the options,
the customer is the winner.
Once you have entered a car
finance company, he/she
does not leave unless the
deed is finalized- that is the
power of their salesmanship.
I have only a lingering doubtwith no commitment on the
part of the purchaser of the
car, how far is the money
safe and is there a guarantee
of all EMIs regularly for
the first 3 years? May be,
the conscientious may pay
sincerely but not all. Is this

factor towards another ‘Sub
Prime Crisis’?
Politicians and Holidays
The politicians are different
in America in the sense they
are not VIPs as they are in
India. They travel and move
in the society as any other
ordinary citizen without
much paraphernalia.
There is a lot of corruption
in the USA too, but only
thing is when the scandal
comes out, it is investigated
properly immediately and
the guilty are punished
whereas in India, we strictly
by the dictum “Innocent until
proved Guilty”, know full well
that this process will take
years, if not decades!
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the Master of Ceremonies
first enquires the presence
of War Veterans in the crowd,
salutes them first and then
only commences the function.
In India, we don’t appear to
respect our soldiers- both
working and retired- so much,
although they keep awake in
the Borders so that we can
sleep peacefully at home.

Domestic Air Travels
In the USA, there is a system
of a passenger of a local
flight purchasing a book at
the airport and in case he/
she completes reading it, he/
she can return the book to
a similar book shop at the
destination and collect 50%
of the cost of the book. This
encourages the reading habit
There are only very few among the people and also
holidays in the USA like the the book is available at a very
American
Independence cheap cost for reading.
Day, Thanks Giving Day,
Christmas, New Year Day etc. I wonder when this kind of
In this aspect, none can beat facilities will come in India.
India! We declare holidays
even when the Dignitary who Similarly there is another
passed away was against the practice
in
the
USA
practice of giving a holiday Restaurants- if your order
on his cremation day!
is delayed more than a
reasonable time, you are not
War Veterans
charged for that particular
Americans give a lot of dish. The Manager himself/
respect and honor to the War herself comes and apologizes
Veterans in their day-to-day for the delay and says “The
life. In every congregation, cost of the delayed dish is
impactmanagement.org
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on the House”. This not only
pacifies the customer but also
gladdens him/her- possibly
the customer may come back
to the same restaurant.
Can we expect this kind of
courtesy in our Indian hotels?

in a week and manage the
entire week by keeping the
foodstuff in the refrigerator.
I recall an incident where a
guest who came home for
lunch, appreciated the curry
provided to him by saying
“Fantastic Bhabhi, the curry
tastes exactly the same as the
one you fed me last week”.
The Bhabhi replied “Naturally,
it is the same curry only!”

The Luxury of a Maid Servant
in the USA
This is a very important item
for ladies, why for gents too!
It is highly difficult to get a In this respect, India scores
domestic help in the USA and the top always. You can have
quite costly too.
not one but 3 servants- one
for cleaning the house, one
May be, only our Diplomatic for washing and ironing the
Personnel can afford it, clothes and one for taking
provided there is no legal care of general needs, apart
issue subsequently!
from a full time cook, car
driver- one for the husband
All the household chorus are and one for the wife, one
to be done by the couple only- Gardener etc. You should
cooking, washing the vessels, have only money to spare
arranging them afterwards, and appoint one Manager to
washing of clothes etc. The monitor all the servants.
husband and wife have to
share the activities equally. Leave alone the domestic
This often leads to quarrels help, in America; you have
as to who would cook today, to assemble whatever you
as to who would wash the purchase whether it is
dishes after the cooking etc. furniture, children’s toys and
Many times, this argument what not. If you want help
ends with the easy option of from the manufacturer, you
eating out and both husband have to pay through your
and wife are happy!
nose!

household items etc. That’s
one of the reasons why the
Americans maintain huge
vehicles and pick-up vans for
managing things yourself.
Education levels in the USA
I recently saw in the latest
Census Report that in India,
only 8.15% of the Indians are
Graduates.
I don’t know the exact
position in the USA, but the
fact remains that the number
of Graduates is not very high,
going by one Graduation
Ceremony attended by me at
San Diego.
In a lighter note, one Indian
from the rural area, on return
from the USA, remarked to
his friends “all are highly
educated in America- even
the vegetable vendors speak
good English!”

Aping the West
One good feature I appreciate
about our Indians staying in
America- despite remaining
there for so many years,
they preserve our Indian
culture and traditions. They
visit the worshipping places
regularly
and
celebrate
all festivals and maintain
love and respect for elders.
To avoid this confrontation, The same story for shifting Although they have taken to
some couples cook once your residence, packing your the Continental food like fish
impactmanagement.org
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to go before I sleep and
Miles to go before I
sleep!
I Love My India
This article does not
mean that I am very
happy
outside
my
country.
Far from it nothing
like staying in our own
place with all its noise,
pollution, population,
and
traffic
jams,
dirtiness and what not!
I can’t help but shout
from the house tops
the song from the Hindi
film ‘ Pardes’:
“This is my India… I love
my India....”
to the water, but still at home,
they take a lot of pleasure in
preparing the Indian dishes
enthusiastically and sharing
them with their friends and
relatives. Though they do in
Rome as the Romans do, they
don’t ape the Western culture
blindly. I appreciate them.

parameters mentioned in this
article.
But I am confident that
we shall too reach this
kind of perfection, if not
immediately, but definitely
after a few years.

I always recall the words of
Miles to go
Robert Frost:
It is clear that it will take The woods are lovely and
years for India to reach dark,
higher levels in the different I have promises to keep, Miles
impactmanagement.org
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REVIVING TANJORE ART PLATES
A BUSINESS PROPOSITION

Dr. Satya Suresh has 10 years experience in Corporate Communications.
She changed her career to teaching to bring forth work life balance, which
became a passion in due course. With 15 years teaching experience in
Management Schools she is planning to undertake projects which are of
social significance like undertaking UN volunteering project on educating
children in troubled areas.

Every State in India has its
own arts and crafts and Tamil
Nadu too has its own unique
arts and crafts. These arts
are maintained, preserved
and promoted from the
times of the Chera, Chola
and Pandyas. Some of the
Tamil Nadu’s arts are Stone
carving,
Bronze
statues,
Brass lamps, Wood carving,
Tanjore Paintings, Tanjore
golden leaf painting, Tanjore
Art plates, Pattamadai mats,
and of course the famous
Kanchipuram saris.

to promote its arts and
crafts and the more safe the
kingdom was with no wars to
wage, the more flourishing
was its arts and crafts.
A group of artisans after
many trial and error came
out with a unique art piece
having in it Silver, Copper and
Brass. In the metal Gods and
Goddesses were embossed
giving it unique rich looks
never like anything seen
before. The process is pretty
complicated considering the
time period it was conceived
and till this day the same
method is followed and the
craft is sold almost on every
shop in and around Tanjore.
However, the artisans are
dwindling, due to different
aspirations amongst the
youth and unimpressive
economic viability of being a
Tanjore Art plate artist.

Tanjore Art plates involve
a
complicated
process.
First silver and copper are
placed in scale and on it
etching is done with chisels.
The metal sheets are then
superimposed with wax,
oil and oilnamum to create
hallow depressions. The
centre is always in silver and
is often edged with images of
Lord Shiva, Vishnu, Lakshmi
or other deities prayed in
India.
This
industry
needs
rejuvenation and these are
the interventions that can be
taken up by the youth. I trust
as marketing practitioner, an
idea ones generated should
be shared at some platform,
if not in many platforms, the
seeds thus dispersed, and
settle, in many minds in many
ways, germinates in one form
or the other to create wealth.

The creation of the Tanjore
Arts plate is attributed to
Raja Serfoji II (1797-1832),
the Maratha ruler who ruled
Tanjore then. History records
reveal that he asked his royal
artisans to create “something
like never before” that
would reflect the glory of
his kingdom. These gestures
reveals that the State has
always taken the initiatives The processes of making Business Model:
impactmanagement.org
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Culture
Tourism:
Tamil
speaking population live
around the world. Many
expatriates
with
varied
bearings are yearning to
give back something to Tamil
and preserve its culture.
Around this theme wonderful
tourism package can be built.
I visualize it this way. A 45
day tour package can be
planned, to encourage people
to learn this craft. About
20 families from Tanjore
can be contacted, trained
and counseled to board
and lodge these tourists,
creating a ownership and
pride amongst the locals. The
tourists will also experience
a typical way of life in South

India and bondages will be
built unlike commercial “for
profit” hotel stay. Coorg
is one of the places in
Karnataka, where this “home
stay” model works brilliantly.
The locals in Coorg are not
selling their old houses to
builders, and are able to
maintain the houses since
their income through land
and agriculture is substituted
with income from home stay.
In turn, the tourists from city
refer their close friends and
relatives, thus making a small
mutually helpful community
coexisting in their own ways,
supporting each other in the
roles and locals they belong
to.
impactmanagement.org
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The 45 days Cultural and
Craft Tourists who are
enrolled can be in small
batches boarded in local
houses with a locally trained
guide for assistance. A typical
day can start with one hour
yoga and meditation, visits to
local temple, explanation of
history and purana connected
with the temple, followed by
4 to 5 hours of training on
Tanjore plate making craft
by the artisans. Tamil Nadu
has close to 45000 temples,
during the 45 day at least
20 temples in and around
Tanjore can be part of the
tourism itinerary.
Few sessions on South Indian
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Lucknow work otherwise
popularly known as chikan
work also got revived when
few individuals who saw
the dwindling craft thought
of ways to doing things
differently. The management
thinkers built a wealth
creation model around this
handicraft giving life to
hundreds of women. They
got the famous chikan work
back to its glory by infusing
new designs, training more
women from rural, expanding
markets.

cooking styles, can also be
included in the program.
Assistance and support can
be extended in all ways
to provide the cultural
tourists with required blue
print to set up a Tanjore
arts
manufacturing
unit
with required equipments,
material and places for
sourcing the various metals
required to make the craft.
Increasing the number of
manufacturing units outside
Tanjore will take the craft to
other geographic locations
and new usage patterns will
emerge too. Infusing new
ideas to the craft can make
this craft be used in many

more ways than it is presently
being used, which is typically
wall hangings.
Photo frames, flower pots,
skirting for entrances for
hotels with South Indian
themes, door frames for
temples, museums, houses,
and prayer rooms can be the
various other forms which can
be taken by this handicraft.
It can replace wood on the
door frames making it more
environments friendly. With
modern technology, the
metals can be treated to
upkeep its color and sheen
for maintenance free usage.
impactmanagement.org

This model which I have
propounded,
would
not
only revive the craft and
its usage, but will also
enhance aspirations, pride,
comradeship in our own
culture to the Tanjore youth
and community, attracting
thousands of foreigners and
international
community
from around the world.
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